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Senior Superlatives

The End of the Road

Class of 1989
Most Likely To Be A Belly Dancer In Yonkers-The Joanne Blute
Most Likely To DJ AT Your Mother's Funeral-Ed Klein
Most Likely To Marry Rob Barber-Bridget Moran
Most Likely To Puke At His Own Bachelor Party-Bob Sullivan
Most Missed Junior-Turtle (Even Though He Blew Her Off For The
Dance)
Most Likely to go Piggin'-ITO
Most Likely To Be At The Sea Grape On A Saturday Afternoon-Paul
Kemp
Most Likely To Kiss A Roseanne Look-Alike-Gene Tiernen
Class Dog-Bambi
Most Likely To Strike Out In A Softball Game-Hardass
Most Likely To Be Seen Fixing Someone Else's Car-Cam Fontana
Most Likely To Dress In Women's Clothing-Ed Garvey
Most Likely To Be A Solid Gold Dancer-Julie Steenerson
Least Likely To Close A Deal-Dave Pooley
Meanest Girl on Campus-Beth Gillin
Most Likely To Go Bald And Not Know It-Joe Rhatigan
Most Likely To Become President Of A Large Corporation-Tim Murphy
Most Likely Not To Graduate-CHUD

Most Likely Not To Embarrass Herself-Sally O'Neill
The Biggest R.W.-Cathy Norton
Most Likely To Stop A Fight In A Bar-John Wieder
Most Likely To Become A Gynecologist-Mike Cormicah
Most Handsome Guy On Campus-Al Vandemark
Most Likely To Marry A Guido-Maria Orobona
Most Likely To Be George Bush's mistress-Karen Beedenbender
Most Likely To Drop A Cheerleader-Phil Semprivivo
Most Likely To Be Killed By His Own Men-Frank Carroll
The Most Willing To Buy A Keg-Hank Nowak
Best Looking- George Benoet "CHUD"
Most Likely To Be Editor Of Playgirl-Sandi Di Cesare
Most Likely To Be Rubbed Out By The Mob-Frank Prudente
Most Likely To Write Her Own Gourmet Cookbook-" A Million Things
To Do With Leftovers"-Jennifer Mc Gevna
Seagrape Employee Of The Week-Carey Shelton-Karen Renaud
Most Likely To Check Into The Bettty Ford Clinic-Chris Cleary
Most Likely To Be Brought Up On Charges Of Statutory Rape-John
Cornetta
Most Likely To Be The New Linda Konkil or Paula Abdul-Carey
Shelton
Most Likely To Get Fired From Her First Job-Kelly Masterson
The Craziest Girl on Gampus-Maryellen O'Donnell
Most Likely To Be The New Director Of Career Planning-Bob Fiondell
Most Likely To Be Caught Male Bonding-Michele (M&M) Martin
Most Likely To Get Divorced After One Year Of Marriage-Pete Gavey
(Keep Hanging To The Left)
Cutest Guy-Joe Sargent
Most Likely To Be Found Working The Night-shift at 7-11-Tim
Murphy
Class Nympho-Diana Hernandez
Biggest Flirt-Dheena Sankaran
Most Likely To Be Barefoot & Pregnant Often-Lisa Notaroberto
Most Likely To Have Nothing To Say-Paulius Lucas

Christine Carolan
Contributing Writer
"It's the end of the world as
we know it..." I haven't been able
to get that song out of my head for
the past few weeks. Until recently,
Graduation Day was a foreign concept-something that would never
truly happen...400 nights... 189
nights...89 nights...We were always
at a safe distance. But now we've
stopped counting. The end is here
and no one seems to know which
way to turn. After four years of
being nestled in the safety of Fairfield University, reality is going to
come as quite a shock to a lot of
people.

though—after about 10 feet, I found
myself facing the most spectacular
view of the beach I had ever seen.
There were a few huge houses right
on the beach, and apparently I had
stumbled into one of their backyards. I took in the view while I
rested, then got on the bike and
coasted back down the road toward my house.
As I rode home, it occurred to
me that our entire college career
could be compared to that bike
ride. Most of us ventured into
Fairfield University blindly our
freshman year. But we made it
through all the ups and downs.
We've certainly enjoyed the late
night parties, last minute road trips,

afternoons at the beach, happy
hours at the Sea Grape, and days
spent cheering for the Stags. Yet,
we also survived the "hard parts":
the all-night study sessions, the
last minute papers, and the hours
spent working part-time jobs.
Now that it is coming to an end,
many of us feel like we've hit a
roadblock. We haven't really; for
every ending there is a new beginning. The world is stretching out
before us the same way that the
beach stretched out before me. All
we have to do is push past the deadend sign and make the most of it.
Sure, it's the end of the world
as we know it...but I feel fine.

I was contemplating this subject as I rode my bike through
some back roads around town the
other day. Fairfield is a beautiful
town, and, as with most aspects of
college life, I've grown to appreciate it more than ever over the course
of senior year. At the beginning of
the semester, I would borrow a
friend's bike and ride the same
route every day—from my house
to Sasco Beach and back again.
But this time, something drew me
to turn down a side street, which
brought me through some unfamiliar territory. I had noticed this
road before, but always bypassed
it, assuming it was a dead end.
I rode for what felt like an
eternity, struggling uphill most of
the way, with no end in sight. Nonetheless, I resisted the urge to turn
back, and didn' t stop until I reached,
as I expected, a "dead end" sign.
Beyond the sign there was a dirt
path, surrounded by a few tall trees
and a lot of overgrown bushes. I
got off the bike and walked down
the path, half afraid that something
would jump out at me at any minute.
That fear was short lived,

GRADUATE NURSES

OW THAT YOU'VE EARNED
A FIRST-CLASS EDUCATION

IN
OU'RE READY FOR
Y A FIRST-CLASS EXPERIENCE
You get first-class experience at Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, the world's premier private, non-profit cancer center.
Our work environment will support your efforts to develop your professional skills. Our
comprehensive orientation program, which includes a unit based preceptorship, will facilitate your transition from student to practitioner and prepare you to work in one of our'
many clinical areas including:
Surgical Oncology
(anatomic specializations)
Medical Oncology
Neurology/Neurosurgery
Pediatrics

Critical Care
Bone Marrow Transplantations
Ambulatory Care
(adults and children)
Operating Room

You'll receive a first-class starting salary and a comprehensive benefits package, which
includes 100% tuition refund with no dollar limit (18 credits per year): $4500 shift
differential: and flexible work schedules.
To find out how you can get a first-class experience from your first-class education, call
or write: Maureen C. Schroeter, RN, Nurse Recruiter.

MEMORIAL SLOAN-KETTERING CANCER CENTER
1275 York Avenue
New York, New York 10021
(212) 794-6893
We are an equal opportunity/affirmative action employer.
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More Superlatives...
Class Drooler-Terry Sullivan
Least Likely To Be Found At A Party-Karen Donovan
Best Nickname-Bob "Punchk" Sullivan
Most Likely To Give Zimney Competition For An Over-Crowded
Funeral-Dan Busby
Class Drunk-Jeannine Pollitt
Most Likely To Beat His Wife-Robert Cullen
Nuttiest-Peter Greer
Most Likely To Be Found Cleaning Up After Keefe and CHUD-Denise
Cave
Most Likely To Be Sued For Malpractice-Paul Snisky
Most Likely to Be Mistaken For Each Other-Dan and Alan
Most Likely to Become A Serial Killer-Mark Mulligan
Most Likely to Become A Spokesman For Depend Undergarmets-Paul
Brennan
Most Talkative-Brian Dempsey
Most Likely to Fail The CPA Exam-Carol Smolca
Future Chippendale's Dancer-Mike McGoldrick
Biggest Threat To Pedestrians-Liz Gillooly
Friendliest-MaryBeth Velz
Most Likely To Force His Daughters To Be Athletes-Matt Mc Laughlin
Most Likely To Be The Next Wicked Warden-Joe Solimine
Most Likely To Be Mistaken For Larry Bird-Kevin Crowley

Most Likely To Work For Fairfield University-Mike Ciardi
Most Likely To Lie Under Oath-Meg Mullen
Most Likely To Die Of Nicotine Poisoning-Ed Darwick
Most Likely To Work At Record World-Jim Wilbur
Most Likely To Marry 1 Year Out Of School- Jackie Hoyt
Most Likely Fall Asleep On Dan And Al's Couch-Chris Carolan
Most Likely To Be Employed As An Organ Grinder-Terry Sullivan
Most Likely To Be Called "COOT" For The Rest Of His Life-Dave
Caron
Most Likely To Work At A Sabrett's Hot Dog Stand After Med-SchoolSteve Angelo
Future Host of Lifestyles Of The Rich And Famous -Liz Mulholland
Most Likely To Also BE Included In The Classes Of 90, 91, And 92Peter Grennan
MOST-Mike Fitzgerald
Most Likely To Join Weight Watchers-Charlie Dunne
Most Likely To Get Naked At A Party-Rob "Scrod" McMahon
Most Likely To Kill Defenseless Animals-The Loud House
Most Likely To Be Arrested For Phone Tampering-Chris Baudouin
Most Likely To Get A Sexually Transmitted Disease-Rob Barber
Class Lightweight-Joey Cappitelli
Biggest Scam Of 1989-Spring Floating Naut
Most Likely To Be Busy-Kristen Vanderlinde
Best Bar-The Sopwith Camel
Most Likely To Be Wearing A Winter Hat In 90s Weather-Buck Moran
Most Likely To Become Def Leppard Groupies-Townhouse #58
Most Likely To Become A Victim Of Husband Abuse-Mike Andrews
Most Likely To Vote Himself "Best Looking"-Baboo Cullen
Most Overrated House-The Loud House
Most Underrated House-Peach On The Beach
Most Likely To Be Mistaken For A Urinal By Passed Out House GuestsThe Nice House
Most Likely To Be Mistaken For Christopher Robin-Dave Savage
Most Likely To Be Found Smoking-Craig Hanrahan
Most Likely To Be Drinking Wine-Katie Mahoney & Gail English
Nicest Drunk-Joe Kelly
Most Likely To Be Mistaken For Tom Cruise-TIE-Mike Cormican &
Rob Barber
Most Likely To Spend His Life As A Camp Counsellor-Dave Pooley
Most Likely To Become A Hairdresser-Terry McConnell
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Keep It Simple, Stupid...
Peter Bolger
Contributing Writer
April 18,1986: Derivatives,
an English paper, French test
tomorrow, Psych. Final to start
reviewing for. One more month.
One more month
Why does
anyone have to strive for anything?
If only our childhood innocence
would remain with us, untainted
by society; fresh and strong enough
to take chances. I know now that
high-school was a very long time
ago. I know that the me that walked
those halls was a long person ago.
November 8, 1986: Music
blares throughout the Quad. Everyone's drinking, relaxing and
having a great Friday night. Now,
at 11 p.m., I have to go back to the
lounge where my Statistics book
and handouts are spread across the
table in confusion like a web; a
web I have to trap myself in and
figure a way out of, all just to pass
this test.
October29,1987: 6:15 a.m.
Just finished a religion paper. Sun's
coming up; it's awesome. God this
is all going so fast. In a few weeks
we'll be able to say that we have
only a year and a half left here.
Where the hell have these two and
a half years gone?
There will be a day that will
arrive so very soon, when we'll
awake on this shore, and look at
our windows to see the earliest
stages of the rising sun. We'll
gather with our closest friends,
those who've already graduated
and those who we will graduate
with today. Finals will be over.
Papers will all have been handed
in. (Maybe) There will be a feeling
of comfort; probably some hangovers too.
On this day we will graduate—from college. God, I'll cry. I
have tingles right now. I'll cry
because I've loved, and I'll cry
because I've learned. I'll cry because I've failed and I'll cry because I've grown. I'll cry for the
nights of anxiety; for that first fire
alarm, when I had no idea what the
hell was going on; for that small Ascratched on that first blue book...
™ ...Fbr that big D+ that decorated
a later one. But I'll—we'll walk
away smiling, because we've
gained a friend and a trust that will
stay with us until we die,—beloved, endearing, challenging and
beautiful Fairfield.
We'll go to the beach. Sit
and watch the sun rise. Stare, sit
and be silent. Some jokes. We'll
remember, individually and collectively. Then we'll have to get
back to campus. Car doors slam,
one by one. Sad, sad...but two
things will await us behind Bellarmine: the love that initially
brought us to Fairfield, and a piece
of paper...that says...We did it.
April23,1989: Iremember
how cold Bannow was in the Fall
of '85. (the air conditioning) I
remember the girl with the long
hair and the long cotton skirt who
said she just had returned from a
semester in Germany, and that she
no longer believed in deodorant.
She was used to the smell, and
liked it better that way. I remember standing outside the Registrars;
wondering how to go about weaving an 07070 into my schedule,
wondering how the back-to-nature
girl could be so at home in this
anxiety-ridden environment.
I remember the grease pole,
the Hawaiian dance, Finite Math.
And I remember the first theory
my Comp. and Prose teacher presented to the class: K.I.S.S.- Keep
it simple, stupid. "Why do you all
feel so compelled to pack your
papers with those S.A.T. words?"
she- asked. "Use them only when

you need to. Write what you feel."
She taught me a great deal.
It was painstaking but worth it, for
it wasn't just writing she taught, it
was thinking lucidly, presenting
your ideas with clarity, doing away
with "clutter". This went beyond
the classroom. My outlook broadened, my capacity to analyze improved, and I was better able to
understand our environment and
the human condition. Her honesty
enabled her students to get to know
themselves, because we were
encouraged to "write what we felt";
to be honest. Being honest isn't
always easy, especially as a first
semesterfreshmanatFairfield. It's
hard to keep things simple, though
the organization that comes with
simplicity is what most of us strive
for.
We have one month left;
one month with our cherished
friends, the people who have helped
us to know ourselves, to work to
our respective potentials. What
have we learned? Where has Fairfield brought us? Are we able to
better articulate our personal motives and our individual purposes?
"The goal of a Fairfield education
is to develop the whole person,"
our handbook states, "and we believe that a liberal education can
achieve this goal because it exposes you to the whole of learning."(p.
7)
Fairfield has done its best to
do this. In and out of the classroom
we have discovered our potentials
and our limitations, and with this
knowledge, have hopefully been
motivated to reach them and work
to surpass them, respectively.
"Fairfield is Catholic in both tradition and spirit. It celebrates the
God-given dignity of every human
person. As a Catholic University it

welcomes those of all beliefs and
traditions who share its concerns
for scholarship, justice, truth, and
freedom, and it values the diversity which their membership brings
to the university community "(F.U.
Handbook, p.4)
Black-white, male-female,
gay-straight, Asian, American,
European, handicapped, dyslexic,
elderly, blind, involuntarily pregnant. We all know what it's like to
be human. In fostering individual
potential, Fairfield has enabled us
to recognize the dignity of every
human being. Ideally we are all
authentically motivated to do
something, whether it be on Wall
Street or in Latin America, to help
fellow human beings strengthen
their own dignity as Fairfield has
for us. "Fairfield recognizes that
learning is a life-long process and
sees the education which it provides as a foundation upon which
its students may continue to build
within their chosen areas of scholarly study or professional development." (F.U. Handbook, p. 4)
The more we hate, the more
God-given dignity we shared, and,
essentially, the more we hate ourselves. We have learned how not
to hate, as well as the consequences
of hatred, in the areas we have
diligently studied: Liberation
Theology, American Society, and
courses in Ethics in the various
disciplines, to cite a few. We've
been taught about Jesus, and what
hatred did to him. It pounded nails
into his wrists. Why? Because he
was someone who recognized the
dignity of every human being. He
went to the tax collectors and the
harlots. He took a risk, and loved.
He kept it simple. Pretty high risk
to take.
Thank you Fairfield.

Contribute To
The Challenge.
Share In The
Rewards.
Yale University, a leader in biomedical
and other scientific research, offers a
wide range of laboratory research
opportunities. Here, recent graduates
can increase their knowledge, develop
their talents, and enrich their experience in a stimulating, state-of-the-art
research environment. We have immediate openings for:

Research Assisfants
Research Associates
A bachelor's in biological or physical sciences is required;
laboratory experience is a plus.
In addition to many on-campus cultural and athletic
facilities. Yale University provides competitive salaries and
outstanding benefits, including: 22 vacation days, 4 personal
days, 13 holiday/recess days, and 12 sick days, all paid;
tuition reimbursement and audit privileges for University
courses; flex-time; medical and dental plans: and much more.
Contact your Career Services Office for on-campus
recruiting date, or send your resume to: A. Kaye, Yale
University, Department of Human Resources, 155
Whitney Avenue, P.O. Box 1404, Yale Station, New
H^ven.O" 06520.

Yale University
Yale University is an affirmative action,
equal opportunity employer.
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My Four Year Roommate
Gail English
Staff Writer
September 1, 1985: I arrived at Fairfleld a couple of hours
before Jen Kohl, the girl that would
be my roommate. When she
walked into the room, we said hello,
looked each other up and down,
and then peered into our duffel
bags. Our fathers talked about the
drive to the school while our mothers laughed as they sprayed Lysol
on our bare Gonzaga 217 mattresses. While I silently unpacked,
I decided that I hated Jen's Merr
gatroid The Pet Poster. At the
same time, she began to detest the
poster size photograph of me and
my Senior prom date, especially
because I taped Saran Wrap over it
in case it got wet. Before^ we fell
asleep that night, we talked. We
talked a lot.. .
December 1986: I sat in
Gonzaga 210 with my Music: An
Appreciation book open, pretending to study for the final exam. The
room was too quiet to concentrate
in though. Jen had gone home a
couple of days before because she
was really sick with pneumonia.
There was no one to giggle with
before I fell asleep that night and
only one alarm clock rang the next
morning. It felt weird to miss my

roommate so much when I'd only
known her for one year.
October 1987: We spotted
it while driving Jen's new Jetta to
Fuddruckers. It was perfect: two
white houses joined by a covered,
raised walkway! Her family could
move into one side and my family
could move into the other. No,
wait! Both of our families could
move into one side and Jen and I
could live in the other.
"What about our husbands,
Jen? We'll have husbands someday, don't you think?" I asked.
"We'll build something for
them in the back," Jen answered,
and kept on driving.
April 23, 1989: It's really
strange now to think that Jen and I
have only known each other for
four years. I mean, I have great
friends at home, but somehow
sharing the same room with the
same person for four years makes
the memories run a little deeper
and the emotions grow a bit
stronger.
I know that May 21 will
probably be the last day that Jen
and I live surrounded by the same
four walls, but she'll always share
a space with me in the big, warm
room in my heart. By the way, I
still absolutely hate her Mergatroid
The Pet Poster!
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Four Years At Fairfleld
Annie Petrides
Contributing Writer
I hope that in a few years
time someone will come up to me
and say, "What do you remember
about your four years at Fairfleld?"
And I will pause for a moment and
respond, "I remember...
. . .driving up the road by
Bellarmine pond and seeing all the
friendly faces and waving arms...
those sweltering first few days of
meetings, activities and countless
times answering "What is your
name? Where are you from? What
is your major?
.. .Hurricane Gloria.. .R.A.S
taping windows and beach residents setting up in Alumni Hall..
.power failures, cold showers and
walking to McDonald's, because
it was the only place in Fairfleld
serving edible food..
... a huge snowstorm and
snowball fight the night before we
all left to go home for Thanksgiving. . .winning the MAAC championship, Stagmania and the subsequent bonfire in the quad...
.. .coming back to Fairfleld
for sophmore year, being so excited to see everyone and wondering about those who didn't make it
back... the Mets beating Boston in
a seven game World Series.. .stand-

ing on a chair screaming and dancing at the Hooters concert.. .Halloween '86, the Crest Team, my
roommate Candy, and all the other
nursing majors and admiring the
sacrifices they have made, including rising at 5:00 AM for clinicals
... All the meetings, meetings, and more meetings. . .Appalachia in Virginia. . .Spring in
the quad.. .people playing, music
blasting.. .those forwhom Gonzaga
Beach is a special memory
. . .too many papers, tests,
quizzes, problem sets, and not
enough time, etc.. . . economics
"study sessions".. .the never ending question of what to do.. .some
incredible teachers and administrators who guided the way...
. . .Regis reunion at Jen's
"place". . .returning for Orientation '87, wonderfully led by Beth
and Brian. . .unloading cars in
Regis. . .being exhausted but incredibly happy. . .moving everyone into the"new" townhouses
.. .townhouse living in 123.
. .Appalachia '88.. .hard work.. .a
cold but fun 400 nights. . .senior
week '88, what a great committee.
... a Fairfleld before there
was a parking lot immediatley
behind Gonzaga... and when there
was no road behind the pond. .

.before you could see the pond
near Claver... and when talk of the
Fine Arts Center and the Chapel
was just talk.. .when there were no
six person townhouses. . .when
tuition, room and board here totaled approximately $11,000...
.. .the final year.. .a rather
wet Orientation '88. . .being the
Big Kids on the block. . .feeling
that it was more fun getting into the
grape with a "different" ID.. .taking special note of the golden and
crimson trees, the crisp air.. .Mike
Dukakis visits Bridgeport and
George Bush comes to Fairfleld..
. 189 nights, "How about a drink?"
.. .Oxfam '88...
. . .a Fairfleld January. .
.Appalachia '89.. .Cardboard City ■
'89. . .block party. . .and much,
much more
. . .soon enough there will
be memories of our senior week,
and walking across Bellarmine
patio as names are called...
.. .most of all, I remember
the people who made the good
times great and the bad times bearable. I thank you and I know that
I'll miss you, especially the Class
of 1989!
And I hope that this will be
an adequate answer to the question.

FAIRFIELD
UNIVERSITY

DOMINO'S PIZZA DELIVERS FREE
30 MINUTES OR
$3.00 OFF
At Domino's Pizza, we guarantee
your pizza will be delivered in
30 minutes or less. If we're late,
you get $3.00 off.

LARGE
CHEESE PIZZA
FOR JUST

255-8823
1580 Post Rd.

TWO FOR

8

$Q99
Additional toppings
available.
Expires: 5/3/89
Not valid with any other coupon or
offer. Valid at
participating
locations.
Customer pays
applicable sales
tax and deposits.

Two regular cheese
pizzas for just $8.99.
Additional toppings
available.
Expires: 5/3/89

Two free Cokes'1 with
any size pizza.
Expires: 5/3/89

Not valid with any other coupon or
offer. Valid at
participating
locations.
Customer pays
y#**:
applicable sales
tax and deposits.

Not valid with any other coupon or
offer. Valid at
participating
locations.
Customer pays
applicable sales
tax and deposits

NOW ACCEPTING APPLICATIONS.
J delivery area. Our drivers carry less than $20.00.

fifr*-

Dominos Pizza, Inc.
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Off campus
refresher
course;
After a tough day of hitting
the books, come to Uno's®
for an evening refresher
course. You'll find 11
incredible versions of the
world's most celebrated
pizza and a menu stuffed
with appetizers, salads and
burgers. Uno's.® The place
for Chicago's original
deep dish pizza.

LUNCH
DEAL
Receive an Express Lunch
with this coupon

$

Only 2.95
Individual size pizza
and soup or salad
5 min. service
Mon. - Fri. 11:30 - 3
One coupon per person
Not good in combination
with any other offer

LATE NIGHT
SPECIAL
After Class, After Homework,
After the Game, After Anything.
UNO'S IS THE PLACE TO BE!

Purchase any two
regular size pizzas for

$

Only 9.95
(With this coupon) i

Try us. We'll take 10% OFF
your Food Check any night
after 9:00 PM.

Take-out only
Not good in combination
with any other offer

MUST PRESENT VALID STUDENT ID
WITH THIS COUPON

Call ahead for take-out

.!*"«/.
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UNO

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT

RESTAURANT

Expires May 25, 1989

DOUBLE"
DEAL

Expires May 25, 1989

Expires May 25, 1989

2320 Black Rock Turnpike
Sun. -Thurs. 11:30-Midnight
Fri. & Sat. 11:30 - 1:00 a.m.

372-2909

372-2930
*3tyy>
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This Is the Time for the Class of '89
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Seniors Contribute To University Construction
Tom Rhatigan
Assistant News Editor
Keeping with the tradition
of the Senior Gift, the Class of '89
is scheduled to present, as its gift,
a plaza that will be built in front of
the library.
This "rest area" will connect the sidewalks of the library
with the soon to be built Chapel
and Art Center. "It is going to be
the focal point of that area once the
buildings are completed," said
Richard McCarty, Assistant Director of Alumni Relations.

The goal for this project is
to reach $10,000. So far, the Class
of '89 has contributed between
$5,000 and $6,000.
"It has been difficult collecting money this time ofthe year,"
said McCarty. "Contributing
money is the last thing on the mind
of a senior who is graduating in a
month."
This gift was chosen by the
seniors through a class vote, although only about 50% of the
seniors voted. Other choices for
the class gift included a general
scholarship, and improvements in

faculty development or financial
aid. "We thought the gift of the
plaza would be appropriate with
the construction of the new buildings," continued McCarty.
The purpose of the Senior
Gift is so that the graduating class
can leave something behind in their
name. "It is a tradition," said Greg
Scanlon, a senior and co-coordinator of the Senior Gift with Beth
Gillin. "We want the Class of '89
to be remembered with this gift."
In order to raise the money
for the plaza, Scanlon and Gillin
organized fund raising events, such

as 89 Nights and Pub Night. "One
thing that came out of these events
was a great sense of class unity,"
said Gillin. "It has been a lot of fun
organizing events throughout the
year. The seniors have been terrific, but now at the end of the year
we need a little push in order to
meet our goal."
McCarty, however, stressed
the importance of individuality. He
said that graduating students must
ask themselves what they got out
of their four years at Fairfield and
what they can give back to Fairfield in return.

"It makes one feel good
contributing to your school," said
McCarty. "The point of the Senior
Gift is to give graduating seniors
an opportunity to give to the school
what they received not only in terms
of education, but economicly and
socially as well."
Gillin said the Senior Gift
has a two-fold purpose; "It is a
rewarding experience to give a gift
to your school and it unifies the
class, even after graduation."
The plaza will not be constructed immediately, so seniors
still have time to reach their goal.

Neuman Describes Political System As Cynical
John Keating
Staff Writer
Nancy M. Neuman, National President of the League of
Women Voters since 1986, visited
Fairfield University on April 19 to
present a lecture on Political Culture.
Dr. Edward Dew of the
Politics Department introduced
Neuman, a former classmate of his
at Pomona College, and spoke of
her active political background. He
described her as being a woman of
"considerable skills and energy."
Her topic of discussion was cynicism in our society and how to
combat that problem.
Neuman spoke of the 1988
Presidential election as being a
reflection of how the political
process in the United States is
becoming more absurd and more
cynical. The '88 election had the
lowest voter turnout in 64 years
with only one half of the eligible
voters in the country actually voting. Neuman considered this a distressing statistic.
Neuman feels that cynicism
is a cause of the declining voter
turnout. In Connecticut, there was
a 57.9% turnout of eligible voters,
and this was higher than the national average. A result of this was
that Bush received the vote of only
one-fourth of the eligible voters in
the United States.
In speaking of the manipulative presidential debates, Neuman said "Is it any wonder that
Americans stayed away from the
polls in droves?" She spoke of the
League of Women Voters' decision not to sponsor any of the

debates. This was because the
campaign planners told the League
that if they did not follow their
rules and guidelines for the debates, they would find "a more
malleable sponsor." Incidentally,
the presidential debate audience
was thirty million viewers smallers
than in the 1984 election.
Neuman blamed television,
with its negative advertisement
campaigns and lack of real issues,
as being another cause of cyni-

FUSA Plans
Dunking Booth
Laura Ann Frauenhofer
Staff Writer
On Monday, May 1, FUSA's Special
Events Committee will be sponsoring a dunking booth as part of its "Drive for Five" fundraiser. The activity will be held on the Campus
Center patio from 11:00 am to 6:00 pm.
The Committee's chairpersons, Dave
Ciampi and Joanne Lewers say that the "Drive
for Five" campaign was established to raise
money for FUSA's Student Association Endowment Fund which awards an annual scholarship.
Established in 1985, the endowment
helps undergraduate students who contribute
to life at Fairfield University through extracurricular involvement and who demonstrate
financial nee^l. The goal of the "Drive for
Five" fundraiser is to raise $5,000 through
such activities next year as Airbands, a comedy/cabaret night, selling T-shirts, and a laugha-lot auction.
Mitch Buonaguro, Father Paul Carrier, SJ, Warren DiDonato, Frank Carrol, lacrosse and basketball players, and other surprise guests are among the participants. Each
person will be in the booth for a half an hour
and threerthrows will cost^lv "

cism. She cited that a problem
with American voters is their reliance on television advertisements.
She said that "believing everything
we see on television is dangerous,"
and encouraged the public to make
an effort to be informed.
Neuman described a cynic
as being "an idealist who has been
burned once too often." She feels
that the American public has been
disillusioned by political scandals.
This has discouraged young people

from starting careers in the government. Neuman thinks this
damages the democratic process.
She stated that "cynicism, more
than other isms, is the great enemy
of democracy."
As far as solutions to the
cynicism of our country, Neuman
encourages citizens to register, vote
and demand more of their candidates.
The League of Women
Voters is pushing legislation which

Neuman feels "can make the system live up to its promises." They
are supporting many voter registration reforms, such as the "motervoter," a process by which an eligible citizen is automatically registered when renewing a drivers
license. The League also advocates mail-in registration forms.
Through these reforms, Neuman
hopes to end "intimidations and
lack of assistance" on the part of
the government.

66 Mom says the
house jiistisrft the
same without me,
even though it's
a lot cleaner. 5?

Just because your Mom
is far away, doesn't mean
you can't be close. You can
still share the love and
laughter on AT&T Long
Distance Service.
It costs less than you
think to hear that she likes
the peace and quiet, but
she missesyou. So go
ahead, give your Mom a
call. You can clean your
room later. Reach out and
touch someone?

AT&T
The right choice.
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Seniors Are No Exception
It is coming to the time of year when the stress of
exams is mixed with the sadness of leaving Fairfield for
the year. For seniors, it is probably most difficult. It will
be the last time they'll take finals, the last dance they'll
attend, the last beach party they'll attend, and, above all,
the last time they'll be considered students of Fairfield. It
is time for graduation.
Amidst the mixed emotions of graduation and entrance into the "real world," many seniors are still concentrating on having their last bit of fun. This includes
beach parties, bars, and alcohol. Seniors do have every
right to socialize and have the time of their lives. No one
wants to take that from them.
But, it is inevitable that some people are going to
carry celebration to extremes. There will be many events
on campus, at the beach, and, in general, away from
homes. And seniors are going to have to drive to get to
these events. Drinking and driving do not mix for anyone.
Seniors are no exception to the rule.
Don't even take the risk. Don't drink and drive. It's
not worth it when you have the rest of your life ahead of
you.
We do not want to hear about alcohol-related tragedies just before graduation. These last few weeks should
be a time of happiness and excitement. Even though it
seems like an ending, graduation will be a new beginning
for many people.
Graduation may be scary, but not making it to
graduation is even scarier.
The Senior Edition of the Mirror will be the
last issue for the Spring 1989 semester. I would
personally like to thank Andy Davis, Sandi De
Cesare, and Jackie Hoyt for all the hours of help
which made this issue possible and to Rich
Nunziante for taking pictures for the front page.
I would also like to thank all those seniors who
made contributions to this issue. Pictures will be
returned in mailboxes next week.
The Mirror will return in September 1989,
the week after Orientation.
I hope everyone has a great summer.
And Congradulations, Class of 1989!
Lynn Ann Casey
Editor in Chief
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News Editor AnnMarie Puckhaber
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Publication Policy
The Mirror welcomes the opinions and contributions of its
readers. Letters to the Editor, announcements and independent
articles may be submitted to Box AA or to the Mirror Office on the
ground floor of Gonzaga Hall.
1) Letters must be relevant and timely. 2) Letters must also
be typewritten with a 20-65 margin, double spaced. 3) Letters
must be received by 6:00 PM Saturday for publication the following Thursday. 4) Letters to the Editor must be signed. Only
with the expressed permission of the Mirror Editorial Board
will unsigned letters be published. 5) Letters which contain
personal arguments or replies should be conducted on a face to
face basis so that room can be reserved for more general topics.
6) Letters must be free of personal attacks, inaccurate factual
material, and libel, and should also be free of grammatical and
spelling errors. 7) All announcements and other submissions
must be typewritten and received by 3:00 PM on the Sunday
prior to publication. Prior notification by phone or mail is
advised. 8) Once received all submissions become property
of the Fairfield Mirror. Under no circumstances does the
Mirror guarantee publication of unsolicited submissions,
and reserves the right to edit such. The Editorial Board shall
determine which articles will appear. The Board's decision is
final.
i
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Letter to the Editor

Third Reading Day Requires Quiet
To the Editor,
The idea of a third reading day during finals week has been a topic of discussion for many years. This
year, due to the determination of FUSA's Mark Dietz, the third reading day is finally a reality. The majority
of the faculty and administration are behind the idea of a third reading day, but it is up to you, the students,
to see that it works.
The main argument against a third reading day is the level of noise in the dorms on the night before.
Although it is one of the last times to relax and have a good time before finals, the noise level is often too high
and the activities out of control. Although the library, Bannow, and Canisius extend their hours, many students
still wish to study in their rooms. However, the noise often makes their efforts very difficult. It is an
infringement upon the rights of those who wish to study in the dorms.
What it comes down to is the students. If you would like to see a third reading day in the future, FUSA
needs your cooperation. All we ask is that you try to keep the noise levels down in the dorms and take advantage
of the third reading day for your benefit. A tremendous amount of time and effort has been expended in establishing this additional day, and your efforts will be an important influence on the success of the third reading
day in the future. Again, we need your cooperation to make it work. Thank you, and best of luck during exams!
Craig Haba
Director of Academics
FUSA 89-90

Don't Stress Out For Exams
Heather Burt
Mark Schwendenmann
Contributing Writers
It's 10:00pm — the day
before your final exams in intermediate accounting and history.
You still have twenty problems to
review for accounting and 200
pagestoreadforhistory. Yousitin
your dorm room with the stereo
blaring, your roommate singing off
key, and the phone ringing every
fifteen minutes. You're tired, so
you pop another twinkie in your
mouth in between gulps of coke
and a Vivarin pill to wake yourself
up... You're "stressing out."
Maybe this is an exaggerated picture, but we all have
"stressed out" at one time or another. The Fairfield University
Peer Counseling Stress Management Team would like to offer
helpful tips now on how to manage
your stress while studying for final
exams.
First, realize what stress is
and what the stressful situations in
your life are. Stress is the tension
or anxiety that you feel when faced
with new, unpleasant or threatening situations. Stress is a fact of
life, and some stress can be good
for you because it motivates you to
meet challenges such as exams.
Improper management of stress,
however, can be counterproductive as well as harmful to your
physical and mental well being.
You should learn to control stress
so it does not control you.

Memorial
Mass
There will be a Memorial
Mass on May 1st at 4:30 pm in
Loyola Chapel for Professor
Emeritus Palko Lukacs.
Lukacs joined the Fairfield
University Faculty in September,
1961. He taught the first courses in
Art History and studio art at Fairfield. In fact, he founded the Fine
Arts Department of which he was
chairman from 1965-1979. He
brought in as an Artist in Residence the world-famous harpsichordist Igor Kipnis. Through his
untiring efforts the Fine Arts Department came to be recognized as
an outstanding department.
Lukacs was born in Hungry, studied Art in Vienna and
Paris. He later returned to Vienna
to study at the School Masters of
the State Academy of Fine Arts.
After the Nazi takeover he fled to
Athens and in 1939 he immigrated
to Cuba where he established an
art school. AFter the Castro revolution in 1960 he went to England
and then to Connecticut. His works
have been exhibited throughout
Europe and the United States.

Second, plan your time
realistically. People often find
themselves overwhelmed by a
number of tasks or deadlines that
must be met. List everything that
must be done, breaking everything
down into manageable parts. Next
plan your time keeping in mind
realistic requirements and priorities you have given each separate
task. It is also important to leave
personal time as both a reward and
a break. We suggest that you study
for 45 minutes then relax for ten
minutes... You could leave your
cubicle in the library and take a ten
minute walk outside... Call a
friend... Jog to the campus center
and checkyou mail...Eat an appleRead a newspaper or a magazine...
Attend a relaxation session at the
library... Do something for yourself, you deserve it.
Third, study in a place where
you won't be distracted. A noisy
dorm room with a ringing telephone is not the right place to study.
You will not concentrate on your
studying as well and will become
frustrated... Go to a quiet lounge...
Work in the library... Study in the
mezzanine... Work in an empty
classroom... Just get away from
the stereo and telephone.
Fourth, eat healthy foods.
The food you eat may counteract
your efforts to manage stress in
your life. Sugar and caffeine hasten the stress response; combining
the two is extremely stressful for
the liver, pancreas, and all the other
systems involved in responding to

stress. In stressful situations, your
body's demand for fuel increases
which makes it difficult to resist
adrenaline lifters such as caffeine
and sugar. Although sweets provide the body with quick energy
(the sugar enters the bloodstream
almost immediately), the blood
sugar level soon falls leaving you
tired and cranky. High-fat foods
cause sluggishness and more than
three cups of coffee a day may
upset your stomach and interrupt
sleep. So... Eat a piece of fruit...
Drink milk, fruit juice or herbal
tea... Enjoy a bag of cashews or
almonds...
Fifth, get enough sleep.
Lack of sleep leads to irritability
and a decrease of the alertness
needed to meet each days challenges.
Sixth, we realize that everyone has limited free time during final exam week, but use that
free time to run... or walk... or
swim... or ride a bike. Physical
activity helps manage mental
stress.
Finally, talk out your worries. If stress is to overbearing for
you, talk to someone you trust. A
friend can help you through a stressful situation. You cannot handle
everything alone.
Relaxation sessions will be
offered during exam week in the
library's staff lounge at 10:00 each
night before an exam day. Look
for signs.
RELAX AND MANAGE
YOUR STRESS!!!!

Cheers Boooos

Cheers first and foremost to 400
nights... one of the best parties of
the year without a doubt... to the
sophomores who played bartenders... to Ed Klein for playing DJ...
to those foolhearty individuals who
took a dip in the Long Island
Sound... to those Juniors who
stayed awake to see the sun set., to
the Girls Duplex on Saturday... to
the Overlook, to the S—t House,
and the 19th Hole... to all those
birthdays at the SeaGrape that were
forgotten last week... to dinner at
the Peppermill... to visitors from
Iona... even if its been a year... to
all the bands that have been entertaining us lately at beach parties,
the Grape, and the StagHer... to
Seilers for helping out with the
Junior Class Mass... to next weekend in advance... the Clam Jam,
May Day, the Eddie Money Concert, Dogwoods, and to the Morning
ing_ Party... to all cacs on campus...

Boos to the dumb Tom Feeley
inside joke on the 400 nights cups...
if its going to be a joke, at least
make it funny... to having less than
400 nights to graduation... or worse
yet, less than 40... to the many
eviction notices served to beach
residents in April... the Board of
Health has been really busy lately...
to sand in our shoes... to people
who drink champagne without
you... to teachers who assign major projects only days before final
exams... to H.E.P. Lab... whichas
effectively taken away the social
lives of Psych majors...to all those
seniors who watched the juniors
stumble by on their exodus to the
Point on Friday...to Dean Danahar
for checking out the insides of his
eyelids during the Nancy Neumann
lecture which he Organized... The
stage was not the proper place for
a nap.

Art History Majors, Double Majors, Minors
Brief meeting Thursday, April 27,1 :00 -1:30 p.m.
in Canisius 18. If you are unable to attend please leave a
message with either Professor Eliasoph (Canisius 210) or
Professor Schwab (Canisius 323).
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Alumni Association Awards Loyola Medal
AnnMarie Puckhaber
News Editor
Each year the Alumni
Association awards the St. Ignatius Loyola Medal to the member
of the graduating class who best
exemplifies "the true spirit of the
Jesuit education provided by Fairfield University." This year's recipient is Christopher Chiodo.
The Alumni Association
also presents the Student Achievement Award to one or more graduating seniors who have demonstrated "an exceptional commitment to a specific Fairfield University or community program,
activity, organization, or project."
This year three students will receive AchievementAwards: Karen
Beedenbender, Anne Betchkal, and
Anne Petrides.
Chiodo, a resident of
Northport, NY, has double major
in biology and philosophy and
minors in chemistry and ethics. He
is the President of Alpha Sigma
Nu, the Jesuit Honor Society, and
Chief Justice of the student court.
As President of Alpha Sigma Nu,
he helped organize the "Last Lecture of Your Life" series and a
tutorial program at St. Charles
School in Bridgeport.
Other activities Chiodo
has been involved in include:
Appalachia (he went to Tennesse
twice to do home repairs for the
underpriviledged); the honors
seminar; dorm council; and Alpha
Epselon Delta, the Medical Honor
Society.
Chiodo presently holds a
3.91 grade point average and will
attend Harvard Medical School in

the fall. He also hopes to pursue a
master's deagree in eighter ethics
or public policy.
Beedenbender is being
honored for her service to students
through FUSA and COSO (The
Council of Student Organizations).
She is a finance major from East
Northport, NY.
After transferring to Fairfield second semester her freshman year, Beedenbender began
working for FUSA committees
and was appointed the Chairperson of COSO junior year. Among
her porjects in this position was
leadership weekend for club leaders. This past year, Beedenbender
served as FUSA's Vice President
of Government Affairs. Beedenbender has also participated in
Orientation '87, Senior Week '88,
and Circle K, and is a member of
Alph Sigma Nu.
In September, Beedenbender will enter an 18 month financial management development
training program for The Equitable.
Betchkal will receive an
Achievement Award for her service to students through peer counseling. She is a psychology major
with a sociology minor from Shaker
Heights, Ohio.
Betchkal's involvement
in peer counseling began when she
was a freshman. She went through
one semester of training and then
started a suicide awareness team.
Betchkal was President of peer
counseling her junior year.
Betchkal has served as
both secretary and president of the
Appalachia Vounteer Corps where
she did flood relief work and
learned about strip mining. She

has also been active in Campus
Ministry as a Eucharistic Minister.
Betchkal has been an RA
in Julie Hall for two years and a
tour guide for prospective students.
This semester, she did an independent study on shift rotation with
Fr. Thomas McGrath,SJ.
After
graduation,
Betchkal hopes to return to Fairfield University as a head resident
and study marriage and family
therapy.
Petrides is being honored
for her service to the greater community through Campus Ministry
and the Faith, Peach and Justice
Coalition. She is a math major

from Staten Island, NY.
Petrides'
activities
through Faith, Peace and Justice
include the Cardboard City, the
clothes drive for the Jamaican
Relief fund, Jean Donovan's parents lecture, and visits and donations to Covenant House.
In addition, Petrides is a
member,of Alpha Sigma Nu, a
peer counselor, a tutor, a soup
kitchen and Appalachia volunteer,
and was president of the math honor
society. She has participated in
Orientation '87 and '88, Senior
Week '88, a 90 mile Peacewalk
from New York to Philadelphia,
and the Morehouse Project, for

which she volunteered for New
Hampshire Catholic Charities.
Petrides spent a semester
abroad at the London School of
Economics and Political Science.
In the fall, she will attend graduate
school at the University of California at Berkeley to study statistics.
A committee of alumni
and faculty selected the winners of
the Loyola Medal and Student
Achievement Awards based on
nominations received from students, faculty, and administration.
The Loyola Medalist and
the Student Achievement Award
recipients will be honored tonight,
April 27, at an award dinner.

Allinger, McGrath, Grassi, Tolor Retire
AnnMarie Puckhaber
News Editor
Fairfield University must
bid farewell to four of its professors at the end of this year. Professor Henry Allinger, Father Thomas McGrath, SJ, Dr. Joseph
Grassi, and Dr. Alexander Tolor
will be retiring at the conclusion of
this semester.
Allinger is an Assistant
Professor of Accounting originally
from New York City and presendy
residing in New Milford, CT. He
holds a BS in Accounting from the
University of Pennsylvania and is
a Certified Public Accountant
(CPA) in the state of New York.
He came to Fairfield in 1974 after
working in various accounting
firms.
Allinger is a member of
the American Institute of CPA's
and the Financial Experience In-

stitute.
Fr. McGrath has been
with Fairfield University since
1957. He is the Chairman of the
Psychology Department and the
Director of Counselor Training in
the University's Graduate Department of Education.
A native of Quincy, MA,
McGrath has an AB and MA from
Boston College, an MA from
Catholic University, and a PhD
from Fordham University. He is a
certified psychologist in the state
of Conneticut and was formerly a
psychologist at the Kennedy Center for Retarded Children in Bridgeport.
Grassi came to Fairfield
in 1961 and is the Chairman of the
Philosophy Department. He received an AB from St. Bernards
College, an MA from the Catholic
University of America, and a PhD
fromtheUniversityofBuffalo. He

also had a fellowship at the University of Florence, Italy.
Grassi has also taughtrat
LaSalle College and the Rochester
Institute of Technology. He specializes in social and political philosophy, Italian philosophy, and
the history of philosophy.
Tolor is a Professor of
Psychology in the School of Graduate and Continuing Education. He
received a BA in Psychology, an
MA in Educational Psychology,
and a PhD in Clinical Psychology
all from New York University. His
areas of expertise are psychodiagnostics, psychotherapy, and human
research.
Tolor came to Fairfield in
1965. Prior to this he was the
Director of Psychological Services at Fairfield Hills Hospital in
Newto wn, and a Clinical Psychologist at the US Air Force Base
Hospital in California.
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Stag 9 Takes Two of
Three From Gaels
Andy Davis
Sports Editor Emeritus
With the season winding
down and each game becoming a
must-win situation, the Fairfield
Stags tooktwo of three games from
MAAC foe Iona to improve to 8-7
in the league and 14-13 overall.
The Stags now stand in 4th place in
the MAAC and with just 5 games
remaining, dreams of post-season
'play are dwindling fast.
In the first game of the three
game set, the Stags lost in a heartbreaker 2-0. Staff ace Steve Becker
took a one-hitter into the top of the
seventh, only to see the game slip
away. With one out and men on
second and third Iona pulled a
double steal and then scored on a
single by Jerry Defabbia. The Stags
mustered only four hits and senior
Matt McLaughlin went one for one
with two walks.

In the nightcap of Saturday's twinbill the Stags needed to
go to an extra frame to pull out a 76 win. Dan Buchanan went 2 for 4
with an RBI and two runs scored.
Matt McLaughlin continued his
torrid hitting pace with two hits
andtwoRBIs. "Idon'tknowwhose
going to carry this squad when I'm
out of here," noted McLaughlin^
"my back's been killing me from
hauling this team for so long!"
McLaughlin raised his loftly average to .341, light points behind Joe
Solimine. The Stag catcher also
had a good game with a 3 for 5
performance. "I don't even talk to
that skinny guy anymore, let him
beat me in the batting title and
that's a different story."
The Stags bolted ahead of
the Gaels and led 6-2 after six
innings. Iona fought back with
four runs in the seventh to tie it. In
the eighth, a Mike Suab single, two

errors and a John Mitchell walk
enabled the Stags to win the contest.
In the rubber match on
Sunday, the Stags pulled out a well-'
deserved 5-2 victory. Freshman
Chris Roberge scattered eight hits
in going the distance and improving to 4-4. "Mr. Consistency" Dan
Buchanan had a 2 for 3 day with a
two-run single in the fifth. Brian
"the Stag Savior" Cleary smashed
threee singles to improve his phenomenal average to .462. "Don't
count me out of that batting race,"
said Cleary, "I'm ready to take
over!"
Stag Notes: Congratulations
go out to Stag Captain Joe Solimine for being named Fairfield's
Co-Male Athlete of the year...The
Stags play at UConn today and are
tentatively scheduled to play St.
Peter's on Saturday and home
against LaSalle on Sunday.
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The Press Box
Thanks and Good Bye
Ric Brown
Sports Editor
First of all, congratulations to all you seniors who are taking the
big step into the real world. Good luck. Most of you probably won't
need it though.
And to Buzzer, Sick Dog, and Cash, my good senior friends.
I'm gonna miss ya'. Hope life treats you as good as college has.
. Now maybe I should thank my bosses and friends on the Mirror
this year. Thank you Miss Lynn Ann Casey for being my friend and
for putting up with my weird moods and my tirades. Thank you Sandi
Dicesare and Christine Toner and Ann Marie Puckhaber for allowing me to babble at you while you shared this office with me. Thank
you Nancy and Eileen and "Stas" and Andrea for doing some of the
best damn typing ever seen at this here university. Thanks Andy Davis
and Tom Maguire and Tom Oreilly and Depo for making my job so
much easier by writing excellent stuff and always being reliable. And
thanks Brian Dunleavy for always being able to put me in my place
quicker than I could put you in yours. Thanks Max Mercy for giving
me my start in sports writing. And finally thanks Rob Tockarshewsky
and Sean Reilly and Bill Peet for helping me deliver the papers on
those cold Thursday mornings.
Some sports news... The laxmen have their last home game
tonight at 8:00 p.m. against the Merchant Marine Academy at the Prep
football field. They promise to win this one too, so go out and give
them a cheer. And bring some evil beverages with you cause its more
fun when you have your hands wrapped around an evil beverage.

Laxmen Have Ruggers
Split
Win Streak
Stopped at Five Wtih A Senior Biography
Rams

Joe Devito has gotten to this point in the coulumn and is calling
me all the rotten words which I have taught him over the past three
years, because I still haven't mentioned him. Well, what can I say
buddy, except that it was a pleasure to have you as editor in chief. And
your still a cac.

R.C. DeMann, Jr.
Contributing Writer

After pounding out five
straight victories, the men's lacrosse team finally fell on some
hard times. The Stags lost a 6-5
heartbreaker to Kean College and
were soundly whipped by Division III power Montclair State Saturday night. Fairfield did regain
its composure, traveling to Manhattan the following Sunday morning to take out some frustrations on
the hapless Jaspers, 13-8.
Wednesday afternoon a
large crowd of Stag faithful turned
out to see Fairfield take on Kean
College in a rematch of last year's
thriller won by Fairfield in New
Jersey. Kean'spotentoffensecame
out firing in the first half, obviously seeking revenge for their past
defeats. Despite a 20 save game
from senior co-captain Rich
MacDonough, the Cougars rolled
to a 4-1 bulge by intermission.
Bob Sullivan registered the Stags'
only first half tally, taking a perfect
pass from Brendan Kenny and
stuffing it past a baffled Kean
goalie.
Fairfield turned up the heat
in the second half, exploding for
three goals from Sullivan, Jim
Scanlon, and John Fay. Al VanDeMark's fourth period rocket
gave the Stags a 5-4 lead with eight
minutes remaining. While the
game became a brutal checking
war, Kean's Jay Wiedner scored
the contest's final two goals, the
last on a pick and roll with only
fifteen seconds to go. The 6-5
Kean win ended the Stags' five
game unbeaten streak and dropped
them to 6-2.
Montclair State visited Fairfield Saturday night for the first of
two Stags' games under the lights.
A hearty crowd braved an icy
evening and a defective scoreboard to watch Fairfield take a 165 beating from their foes. A hard
fought first half found the Stags
down only 6-3, taking the second
periods' final tally and some much
needed momentum with them at
halftime. The second half proved
vastly different, as Montclair unleashed a barage of shots on the

Stag defense. Six third period goals
were all Montclair needed to seal
the victory and send Fairfield down
to its third loss of the season.
The Stags' eleven goal deficit undermines the efforts of defensemen Bill Peet, Steve Hatton
and goalie Rich MacDonough who
knocked away 31 of Montclair's
46 shots. Keefe Latorraca and
reserve attackman Bill Mulligan
each scored in the fourth period
pleasing a fiesty home crowd.
A sore and tired Fairfield
team boarded a bus for the Big
Apple Sunday morning for a match
with the Manhattan Jaspers. Amid
sights and sounds only experienced
in a New York City park, Fairfield's reserves took the field to
make their first starts as Stags.
Tim Genecco and Matt Antell
performed well at the face off
position and Tim Kelly moved the
ball smoothly on offense. Freshman Sean Leary registered his first
collegiate goal to help the Stags
keep pace with a scrappy Jasper
attack.
Greg Kortick was a force,
anchoring the Fairfield defense
with hard checking, hitting, and
hustle on ground balls. MattChing
and Dave Mayer followed Kortick's lead, applying some solid
defense of their own. Despite a
good effort from Stag reserves, the
team found itself down 8-6 in the
fourth period and sent in the weary
starters to clean up. Fairfield prompltly reeled off seven unanswered
goals to burst Manhattan's overinflated bubble. Fairfield's powerful come back left the Jaspers green
with envy, and the Stags emerged
from a tough week with a 7-3 record.
Lax Notes: Fairfield will
host the U.S. Merchant Marine
Academy tonight in its season finale. Gametime is 8:00pm and
will be played in the football stadium. So please come out to help
the Stags win their eighth of the
year and cheer on Fairfield's seniors playing in their last game. The
team will award game jersies to the
group of two people who make up
the best banner in tonight's banner
contest to be decided by a mystery
judge.

Matt Aiken
Contributing writer
After a harsh week of practice, including a torturous Friday
afternoon workout, the Fairfield
Red Ruggers took the field and
soundly thrashed a highly-favored
Fordham club this past weekend.
The game was a defensive
struggle from the outset with both
teams yielding little ground to the
other. Fordham was stunned by
the relentless rucking and mauling
of the physically fit, well-rested
Fairfield team. Due to the aggressive defensive play of both teams,
the first half passed uneventfully.
The second half exhibited
muchofthesametypeofplay. The
fans were becoming restless. Glen
"Honey-Bear" Tyldesly, sensing
tension in the air, knew he must
appease the crowd who loved him
so dearly. His chance came when
Fordham was whistled for a penalty. Tyldesly would attempt a
penalty kick. From sixty yards out
and against 80-90 mph winds,
Tyldesly approached the ball and
booted a perfect penalty kick just
as time ran out. The crowd
swarmed the field and Tyldesly
became the most popular rugger
since "The Legend."
The B-game showed a bit
more scoring but lacked the defensive fervor of the A-game. The big
story of the B-game was Tom
"scratch-that" Feeley's phenomenal effort on the field. His play was
unquestionably the best of his 3year career. His two scores coupled
with a 95-yard run and score by
Kevin "crazy-legs" Newman
yielded 12 points for the B-team.
This, however, was not enough to
surpass the 14 points of the
Fordham B-club.
So Fairfield had to take the
good with the bad on Saturday (a
win and a loss). Fairfield will
carry their motivation and newfound glory into their annual
alumni game next Saturday.

Free 3' X 5' Pullout
Poster of Sean
Reilly on p.6.

spinning, rumble-pump dunk in
less than three steps from any where
within four miles of Birkenstock
Bigfoot. Nessie, The Loch Field House. Ask him, he'll swear
Ness Monster. The Abdominal it's true. He'll even put some money
Snowman. King Kong, Godzilla, on it.
- Refuses to eat meat, even
and Gamera, the flying fire turtle.
outside of the cafeteria. After four
And, of course, Mike Ciardi.
Yes, it's difficult for mod- years of Seller's food, doctors are
ern man to comprehend the magic amazed that he can even eat at all.
But these cold, hard statisand sheer magnitude of these
mythic beasts, the most noble of tics can't do justice to a man who,
them being the Ciardi. C-Man. even though he will be pulling in
Cash. C-R-D. Can you really put a 26G's working for Aetna, recently
name on a legend? Can mere words spent $30 on automatic water pisever do justice to such a magnifi- tols. Let's see what the experts
cent specimen? One must examine have to say:
Brendan Downey - "Mike
the facts of the case:
- Born on July 4, 1719, in has always been very good to me,
Stamford, Ct., has lived in Glas- , which is surprising, because evtonbury, Bridgeport, Fairfield, eryone else hates my guts. Many's
Muncie, Los Olmos, Guam, Three the time he's kept Rocco from
Mile Island, Fairfield (again), the beating my ass."
Tom "Doorknob" Dondero
Galapagos Islands, and currently
resides in Norwalk. State certifi- - Mike taught me all I know about
cates claim that he was born in a pool and wiffle ball. I taught him
hospital, but legend has it that he all he needed to know about playwas spit forth from a seething ing the same song over and over on
Samoan volcano that had claimed the guitar.
Hank Acevedo - Mike alone virgin too many. So they say.
- Developed super powers ways knew how to get the ho,
at an early age, probably due to whatever that means.
Shocked? Confused? It's
exposure to X-rays at age three.
Has mastered skill of throwing okay to feel that way. No one can
snack foods with lethal, ninja-star explain the Ciardi phenomenon.
accuracy. Just ask any of his vic- How could some one with a test in
tims who has had a wheat thin each period, every day, only get
imbedded in their jugular, and three hours of sleep in the lounge
they'll tell you what C-R-D stands and still make it to work the next
day? How could anyone spend the
for.
- Attended the Fairfield whole day mudsliding in the Quad
Preperatory Academy for Delin- and still manage to get his framequent Youths, and, after twelve work done while he eats lunch?
years, graduated. His former teach- How did he stay so pale? Is his hair
ers regard his younger brother with really made of steel wool? Did he
fear and loathing. They know what really learn to play guitar and drums
C-R-D stands for. And they're within a week? Can anyone shut
down his wood-panelled town car
damn scared.
- Decided to attend F.U. that even talked? Will he ever reach
even though every dime-store Yale six feet? Did he ever get his cheeseand Oxford was calling the Ciardi burger?
Who knows? But one
household day and night. Despite
this pressure, Mike stuck to his thing's for sure: he came, he saw,
guns and refused to relinquish four he conquered. The years at Fairmore year's memberhip at the Rec field may not have always been the
most easy to comprehend, but Mike
Plex.
- Spent his first three years was always right. And after four
in Gonzaga 318, but, in a surprise years of RA's, cafeteria food and
move, opted to finish his Senior parking problems, Mike's finally
year next door in G 320. In his own hitting the big time. And he' s going
words, "it was time for a change." , to be making cash.
- Can execute a backwards,
Joe "Vile" DeVito
Hanging Around
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What I'll Miss the Most...
Daniel Busby
Contributing Writer
Sandra Di Cesare
Features Editor
There are 24 days left until
graduation. Tired of being asked
about your "Plans for the future?"
Before being tossed into the real
world, why not stop and reflect on
those memories from yesterday?
Is it possible you could actually
miss something about your years
at Fairfield? Seniors had a variety
of responses to the question: "What
will you miss most about Fairfield
University?"
George Benoit-My friends, because I won't see them at all.
Grant Schlosstein-The proximity
to the beach.
Chris Carolan-The bouncers at
the Sea Grape.
Karen Zerin-My friends at the
Far Side and Cathy Norton.
Sally O'Neill-All the hot guys,
especially the ones who don't wear
underwear.
Danielle Kern-Beach parties and
Al Vandemark
Stephanie Grabler-Daquiries and
mixed drinks at Veers Street.
Julie Steenerson-Eating breakfast
on the back porch while watching
the garage truck empty the
dumpster at 10:00 AM Tuesday
mornings.
Keith La Torrica-Al Vandemark's house and the Blue Couch.
Bill Golden-I will miss the Dean's
office especially Father Murphy
freshman year and Dean Martin
for the next three years, Sincerely,
Terminal Probation.

Jack Bailey-Nothing.
Joey Cappitelli-Free bars
Devin Sullivan-Terry's midnite
feedings, taking phone messages
for Dan, Gene's mother, C.O.D.'s.
Gene Tiernam-Devin's mother.
Ed Klein-Prudes, underclassmen,
Regis girls and stealing food from
beach houses.
Dianne Lodge-All my friends at
the nice house and we will not miss
Ed Klein.
Laura Perry-Hanging out with
my friends, especially Dan Busby.
Terri Mc Connell-The freedom
of not bing in school: I'll have to go
to work now whether I like it or
not.
Linda Gelezunas-Sunsets from
TH 54 and the Dogwood trees.
Eileen Lavan-My seven + housemates.
Jenn Mc Gevna-Julie's cookies

cabinet of wonders and sitting in
Julie's beanbag with Julie's afghan while watching Julie's TV.
Paul Zimney-My buddy.
Mary Besegai-My roommate
Karen Tomaszewski.
Nancy Kenny & Katie MahoneyLa Cross players in shorts, especially their legs! Where were the
speedos?
Sandi Di Cesare-Fighting with
Dan, Frank's "Whats", piggin' out
with Julie.
Todd Loguidre-Free beers, The
Grape, friendly smiles and all the
good times.
Leanne Rinaldi-Sitting on my
kitchen counter talking until the
sun rises with my housemates.
Denise Sanelli-My friends and all
the time we spend together and
waste together.
Joe Kennedy-Kegs on the sand

Cindy O'Brien-All the crazy
times.
Theresa Leaky-My friends, the
parties, TH 72, and having Dawne
as my roommate.
Peter Bolger-My friends.
Nicole Dammen-My friends, the
people, but certainly not the classes.
Jen Emerson-My friends and my
independence.
Dan Busby-Fighting with Sandi,
Julie's laugh, Devin's disposition,
Mike's temper, Kevin's brain,
hanging out at TH 131, and I will
miss SSSSSue!!! cause I love her.
Andy Davis-Trying to get out of
sixth place.
Karen Donovan-Nothing really..
. I'm on the 5 year plan.

Jen llilton-Hanging out doing
nothing.
CM. Lake-Friends, Appalachian
people, clinical (yeah right), the
best nursing class of FU history.
Trisha Carlin-My friends, it's the
thing.
Lydia Minnick-The Regis U girls
and not the Loyola guys.
Alene Blanchette-TH 113,Th 122,
late nights at 107 on Thursdays,
Kathy, George, Jay and the Ruins.
Mike Mc Laughin-TH 113 and
the sunsets, the ruins, the playhouse and everyone I've known
there.
Kim Tally-Spring walks through
campus, TH 122, crude late night
talks with the girls.
Eileen Toto-The plastic people.
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Wheels
for

College Grads

If you're a
graduating senior, CBT
will help you buy your first new car.
-iiidj^'ii,'

We'll provide special financing for a new or used car loan up to
$15,000 and even give you a few extras. Such as automatic approval of a VISA or MasterCard with the first year's membership
free. And a free checking account. To find out more, call CBT today.

Special financing for
graduating seniors.
Call 1-800-842-2295.

BANK OF NEW ENGLAND

Member FDIC.
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Equal Opportunity Lender.
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HOLY TOLEDO BATMAN!
EUDOKIA
CLOTHING, SHOES & ACCESSORIES
FOR MEN AND WOMEN
134 Kings Hwy Cutoff
Fairfield
255-1677
M-W 10-6
T-F 10-7
SAT 10-6

BATMAN T-SHIRTS
&HATS
BAT: LEGGINGS,
SHOES,
ACCESSORIES

SUMMER
at

Sttf

Southport Law Firm looking for a
clerk/messenger. Preferably
male. Full time/Part time hours
flexible Please contact E. Bremer
at 255-4646

Johnny & The Favorites at:
The Masters Sports Cafe
1866 Post Road East • Westport
April 27:9:00 pm
$1.°° Drafts

5^ MATTATUCK
COMMUNITY

COLLEGE
"One Step Closer To Success"
TLOW

Cost, Quality, Transferable Courses j

7 Week Session • June 12 - July 27
4 Week Sessions • June 5-30 and July 5 - August 1
Call 575-8011 or 8040 for Brochure
Mattatuck Community College
CNVR - Higher Education Center
750 Chase Parkway • Waterbury 06708
(Exit 17 or 18 off 1-84)

$6,000 per year
Tuition Reimbursement

HANSEN'S FLOWER SHOP
& GREENHOUSES
345 REEF ROAD, FAIRFIELD

255-0461

PREGNANT?
DON'T PANIC
CALL THE HOPELINE

366-HOPE
(366-4673)
'HONEST EXPLANATION OF ALL FACTS & OPTIONS
24 HOURS A DAY
FREE COUNSELING
ALL WELCOME
FREE PREGNANCY TEST
CONFIDENTIAL

Part-Time
Package Handlers
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.. and no one knows that better than you! Did you
know the typical "part-time" UPS employee earns
a higher salary and better benefits package than
the average full-time worker anywhere else?
United Parcel Service has the following part-time
shift available for package and handlers and
sorters at our Stratford and Norwalk facilities.
Stratford
4 a.m.-8 a.m.
12 noon-4p.m.
5 p.m.-9:00
11 p.m.-3:00
Norwalk

JR. SALES
REPRESENTATIVE
If you are a college graduate who knows that to be a success you have to work hard and receive right training, then
Datasystems of CT may be interested in you.
We offer Sales Representative an 18-mo. comprehensive
training program covering all facets of our business-product
knowledge, selling skills and account management. When
completed, it will prepare you to reap the financial rewards
associated with this position.
If you had a cum. average of 3.0, have excellent interpersonal skills, and have the patience to be trained fully, then send
your resume to: Datasystems of CT, 33 Railroad Ave., Milford,
CT 06460, Attn: Stephan Brown, Vice President.

4 a.m.-8 a.m.
5 p.m.-9 p.m.

El

Shifts are 3-5 hrs. daily
Along with $8-9 an hour, great benefits include
medical, dental, vision and prescription coverage,
and we promote from within to our staff and
management positions.
L. 7 CP.
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Apply in Person at:
Stratford
Howard Johnson's
360 Honeyspot Rd.
Stratford, CT
Mon: 9-30-11:30
1:30-3:30
Wed: 1:00-3:30
Norwalk
UPS
Martin Luther King Blvd.
So. Norwalk, CT
Mon. 10:00-1:00
Wed. 1:00-4:00

Don't waste it!
Start collecting
$8 to $9 an hour
plus "full-time"
p benefitsf
v^.
now ■

UNITED
PARCEL SERVICE
Always an Equal Opportunely Employer

Seeking Business, English,
Communication and
Marketing Majors for 3 Credit
Internship Program
Fairfield-based National Business Magazine has
immediate part-time and full-time Advertising and Secretarial
Positions available with optional writing involved.
Summer and Fall /Spring Semester
High Income Potential
Salary & Commission
Call John Mortimer or Greg Caruso at

374-9135
461 Skytop Drive
Fairfield, CT 06430
"-"-'■'-
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Would You Ever Let Your
Daughter Marry This Boy?
Andy Davis
When its all said and
done, when the sheepskin is placed
securely on the wall and Fairfield
University is a mere memory, who
do you think you '11 remember from
the Class of 1989? Recently, this
question was asked to a group of
former students, teachers, and
current students (all the sophomores who responded were girls)
and one name was mentioned more
than any other, and that name was:
Edward G. Klein
Here were some comments about the Park Ridge native
who will DJ anywhere you will let
him.
Pete Pronovost, Ed's
former RA: "I'll never forget Ed
Klein for as long as I live! The first
day of his freshman year his parents pulled up in two cars, one was
filled with clothes and stuff, and
the other was packed with stereo
equipment. I still have aheadache."
Eddy Correa, 1 of Ed's
4 roommates: "I thought me and
Klein were going to be good friends
until the day he forced me to paint
the loft pink and made me wear
caepezios. I had to move out."
Molly O'Brien, FUSA
V.P: "How could you forget Ed
Klein; he's got a voice that could
stop a speeding train on ice."
Andy Mc Mahon, bartender Wood's End: "I wish
Guiness could have seen what I
saw Ed Klein do on his 22nd Birthday. The guy is amazing."

Jane Doe, sophomore
girl who refused to be named:
"To tell you the honest truth I don't
know any one that Ed hasn't tried
to hit on. How can you forget
someone like that?"
Sister Jean, principal,
Our Lady of Mercy Grammar
School: "I'll never forget Ed because he never was in trouble. What
a sweet boy. I did always suspect
him, though. It seemed like he had
an alibi for everything. You don't
think he was lying to me, do you?"
Pawl Kemp, housemate:
"I want to try to forget him but I
have been having these nightmares
for the last three years. It seems
like he's in every single one of
them."
Lynn Casey, Editor-in Chief of The Mirror : "Plain and
simple, the boy is disgusting. Evil.

There's no other word for him.
You're not going to forget someone like that very easily."
Jim Crocker, Security
Officer: "I'll never forget him. I
remember going on my rounds and
finding him in the Loyola Laundry
Room on his mattress fast asleep.
It must have been too noisy for him
to fall asleep in his room."
Larry Jones, ex-Domino's Driver: "I'm going to get
that Klein one day. He stole 5 pies
and 3 pizza warmers from me in
one weekend. It cost me my job
and family and now I'm on welfare."
Denis Klein, freshman
and brother: "Ed's the coolest.
He goes out every night and every
time I see him, he's working the
tap. I want to be just like him as
long as my parents don't find out."

A Poem From the Townhouses
Christen Lanosa
Carol Patzer
Kelly Masterson
Mary Ellen O'Donnell
Christa Nisar
Maura Cenci
TOWNHOUSE 144
Contributing Writers
Who would have thought four
years ago
That a stranger would be a friend
As MISFITS and freshman, it
took some time,
But oh what an interesting blend.
Senior year came way too fast, as
the work was piled on high
With papers and tests to worry
about, we thought we might just
die.
Weekends started earlier every
week, as Senioritis soon set in

Doghouse "V's"
of the Senior
Edition
John Kane
Ed Welch
Steve Dematteo
Ned Burke
Vic Cunningham

ESSAYS & REPORTS

John "Rambo"
Cavallero
When You Want It Typed
Your Way. .

WORD FOR
WORD

Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

800-351-0222

MARIETTA STONE—

in Calif. (2131477.8226

Or, rush $2.00 to: Essays & Reports
11322 Idaho Ave #206-SN, Los Angeles. CA 90025
Custom research also available-all levels__

stayed out very late.
From Old San Juan to the Rain
Forest to the Carribean blue
We packed up Gumby, our
Sombreros and lots of Bacardi,
too.
On the way past the front desk,
we heard Gerry say,
"Have you seen Carol's blue
shoes, today?"
Keg races, a Guido party and a
townhouse barbeque,
All made for a great way to
spend the final few.
A party with a keg of Samuel
Adams for 103,
Everybody said,"Frankie you
must be up a tree."
As graduation is not far away
and rejection has made us numb
We head for the Cape for our last
escape with memories of
everyone.

Doghouse "V"
of the Week

Term Papers, Theses, Resumes,
Dissertations, Special Projects. ..
Expedite Work Welcome!

16,278 to choose from—all subjects

^'.-

The hardest part to figure out
was when the week begins.
Tuesday nights at the STAG,
Thursday nights at the GRAPE
And times like CASINO
NIGHT, all made for a great
escape.
Halloween at the SLAMMER,
we won't forget
With Indians, Hookers, Mousketeers, and Annette.
As 1988 rolled out, and 1989
rolled right in
We celebrated with champagne
in anticipation for Spring Break
to begin
It seemed like eternity but Spring
Break was finally here
Off to Puerto Rico we went in
search of the persect beer.
Happy hour from 4 to 6, beer
volleyball from 6 to 8,
Then we got ready to dance and

333-2926
Word Processing Done The Right Way
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London
Frankfurt

Oslo
Madrid
San Jose, C.R.
Tokyo
Auckland
Some restrictions apply. Taxes not
included. Eurailpasses issued on the
spot! FREE Student Travel Catalog.

CoundlHravd
Yale Co-op East, 77 Broadway
New Haven, CT 06520

- 203-562-5335 —:

The Question I Had Been
Avoiding the Entire Semester
Joey Kennedy
Contributing Writer
The other day I was sitting in the library sporting thoughts
of the few weekends we have left when a mysterious force lifted my
head from my books. I looked up, caught the eye of a fellow senior,
and BANG! Without any warning, I was asked the question I had
been avoiding the entire semester. He demanded, "What will you
miss the most about Fairfield?"
I was visibly wounded. My head fell to my books as hundreds of questions raced through my mind. Why is this happening to
me? When will all this talk of graduation end? Why did I even come
to the library in the first place? I collected my strengths and looked
up, in hopes that Mr. Mirror and his haunting question would be gone.
But alas, there he was, clipboard in hand, waiting for a witty reply. He
wanted my guts and he wanted them yesterday. Instead, I choked, and
sent him off with an answer a Freshman Red Rugger would belt out,
"kegs," yea, that will get him out of here, "Kegs on the sand bar."
I was free again, or so I thought. All of a sudden, that
obnoxious question circled through my mind. What would I miss
most about Fairfield? Maybe it was time to answer it for myself?
There was so many good times, and they all came back to me at once.
I thought back to Vodka Slushes, hitching to the beach, Steve Winwood and Ex-laxed brownies. What about Hurricane Gloria, the
NCAAs, trips to New York, Boston and Washington, water fights,
couch burnings, and yes, even dances. Then I remembered that bioshark that decomposed in the tree outside Gonzaga/or a year and that
annoying drip at the top of Bannow Hill. To think, Mr. Mirror wanted
in ten words or less. What was he thinking?
The question remained. Fairfield? What will you miss the
most about Fairfield? It echoed through my mind. Well, Mr. Mirror, I thought I couldn't give you your answer in one line. I was
wrong. Among all the things that are Fairfield, among all the things
that I will miss here, there is one thing that I will miss the most. You
could keep the bio-sharks, the burning couches and even the kegs,
what I will miss most about Fairfield, Mr. Mirror, are the people who
made, and^ontinue to make, this school what it is to me. What I miss
the most about Fairfield, Mr. Mirror, are the friends I've made along
the way...

PUTA
FORTUNE 500 COMPANY
ON YOUR RESUME
WHILE UPS PAYS
YOUR TUITION
In today's competitive job market the companies that
will offer you the opportunity to work part time while
gaining full time management experience are few and
far between.
Those selected for a part time supervisor position
receive:
• Tuition Reimbursement, up to $2,000 per
semester (up to $6,000 per year including
summer session)
• Full benefits
• $9 an hour (during training program)
Upon completion of the training period you will be
placed in a part time supervisory position at an excellent salary.
UPS offers high caliber management experience and
in house training courses which you can utilize to meet
future career, goals. Join our service team and see
what a difference UPS can make in your career!
Currently we are accepting applications in our Norwalk
facility for the 3:00am-8:00am Monday-Friday shift.
Apply in person Mondays from lOam-lpm or Wednesdays from lpm-4pm at:
United Parcel Service
160 Martin Luther King Blvd.
Norwalk, CT
Or call 203-853-8101 to set up an appointment.

PPS)

United Parcel Service
UPS
For Unlimited Potentials
Always an Equal Opportunity Employer
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Thanks For the Memories
Andy Davis
Sports Editor Emeritus
Where did the time go?
Those long four years at Fairfield
felt more like those 10 minutes
after you hit the snooze button and
just before the alarm goes off. We
have had so many good times that
they are all hard to remember.
At Fairfield, is was like
you were still in your bed; warm,
comfortable and without a worry
in the world. Now, the alarm is
ready to sound and the real world is
the one pulling the covers off of
you and telling you to getup. There
is nothing left that we can do but
accept it. Recently, I was asked in
a job interview, "What was the
best thing about Fairfield?", for
once I didn't have to stretch the
truth to make the interviewer believe me, for me the best thing
about this place was the people
I've met, the people who've made
F.U. better than the next place.
Luckily, I get the chance to thank
those people who made my stay
here so good :
Thanks to Beth Gillin and
Greg Scallon, two people who
gave up so much of their time to
make our senior year specialThanks to Steve Dematteo, the RecPlex Commissioner,
who, along with his staff, kept
intramurals on a rollThanks to Ed Klein for
always willing to spin you a record
or two whether you asked for it or
not; he's the one guy who never
needed a mike, but then again
would never give it up...

Thanks to Paul Fabbri
and the old Frat, they were the
ones who really showed us how to
party the Fairfield way...
Thanks to Jim Harmon,
Fitzi, and the rest of "The Favorites" and all the other campus
bands for providing great music
for four years...
Thanks to the Campion
Girls for always volunteering to
make their parties into discos...
Thanks to Fr. Bill, the
man who took time out to talk to
anyone; when I think of what a
priest is, he comes to mind first...
Thanks to the faculty
members who really did care, especially teachers like Professor
Donnarumma who made school
fun...
Thanks to Frank Carrol
and FUSA for making their best
effort to give us the extras...
Thanks to Sulli, Paul, Ito,
Pete, John and Ed for the endless
number of parties on L3, at the Tin
House and in Oz...
Thanks to Mikef
"Hardass" Andrews for turning
soft for a month this year, I was
starting to get scared of him..
Thanks to people like
Dave Pooley, always willing to
listen to you when you wanted him
to, and always willing to talk when
you didn't...
Thanks to Dan and Al,
they never had food for themselves
but always managed to have a few
kegs for everyone else...
Thanks to Maura, Tricia and the rest of the Jouges Girls
for occasionally coming out this

year; we thought we lost you guy s...
Thanks to the Nice House
for living up to its name...
Thanks
to
Troy
Bradford and the Stags for providing some thrills on the court;
especially two trips to the
NCAAs...and thanks also to the
rest of the seniors on sports teams
who have dedicated 4 years to their
squads...
Thanks to Joe Devito,
Lynn Casey, Ric Brown,
AnnMarie Puckhaber and the rest
of the Mirror staff for helping me
not to look so bad and for giving up
so much of their free time for
something they believed in without getting the recognition they
deserve...
Thanks to two of my best
friends, Joe Soiimine and Matt
McLaughlin, for letting me write
untruths about them for three years
and not getting too upset...
Thanks to the Loud
House for making friendly rivals
an important part of competiton...
Thanks to the Dog House
for their style of partying, as in, all
day...
Thanks in advance to the
Guys Duplex for the upcoming
Clam Jam...
Thanks to Nicole and
Joey and the rest of the TH people
who I really got to know just this
year; it goes to show it takes a
while to meet everyone...
Thanks to Jackie Hoyt
for giving her time to this edition...
Thanks to Cathy Norton
for all the rides home and for her
knack of always being over curious...
Thanks to Katie, Chris,
Kristen and the rest of the Far
Side for the couch, the ironing, the
yellow sweats, the shuttle schedule, and in general, for allowing
me to annoy you...
Thanks to the class ahead
us who gave us hints on how to be
seniors and the juniors behind us
for letting us be those seniors...
Finally, thanks to all the
people who gave a little bit of their
time and little bit of their memories for this Mirror issue....
I know I have forgotten
some people but now the alarm is
starting to sound and this time the
snooze button isn't going to work...

Senior Year at the Boyz House
Buck Moran
Boyz House Spokesman
Ay Man! Greetings from the
Boyz House! It's 2:13 PM on a
Sunday afternoon, and I'm hung to
the rafters. The five senior residents of the Guys Duplex are in the
midst of facing the harsh reality of
graduation. As I look around, my
housemates are acting very much
according to character: Timmy,
the lone junior of the house, is
doing Rainman and Ray the Regis
janitor imitations, Gormo is
sprawled across the couch with
remote control nearby, Mike is
watching a low budget ninja movie,
Sled is upstairs working on his
thesis or something, and Connolly,
well, we saw him a few days ago.
Each member of the house has
composed a Top Five list that
summarizes our four years at Fairfield. From them, you can get a
taste of what makes us tick and
why chicks dig us so much.
Buck- FIVE IMPORTANT LESSONS I'VE LEARNED IN COL-

LEGE
1. Beergoggling is not a laughing
matter
2. Never microwave chicken with
the plastic still attached
3. NEVER get within 3 feet of
Chris O'Gorman's feet
4. Don't do shots of vodka with
marmalade chasers and never drink
tequila with Sledzik and O'Gorman
5. Never pass out in the proximity
of magic markers and disposable
razors
Chris O.- FIVE CLASSIC
STATEMENTS AFTER 15
BEERS
1. Ijuswanagotbed, sogoawa
2. Moran, yurafriggnpus
3.1 can't figure out why you guys
call me the Tazmanian Devil?
4
Itsmykegidiot,anyurnotgetnabeer
cuzyurugle

5. zzzzzzzz zzzzzzzzzzz
zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz
Mike- FIVE REASONS WHY
CHICKS DIG ME

1. When I tackle them blindside, it
really turns them on
2. Cause I hang out with Sledzik a
lot
3. My legs and baby blue eyes
4. Because they confuse me with
Sam Malone from "Cheers"
5. Because I tell them the story
about my "budding sexuality"
Tim- FIVE BEST PICK-UP
LINES
1. Hey, wanna take the shuttle into
town and split a pizza?
2. I used to be shy, but I'm not
anymore.
3. Hey, don't I sit next to you in
Eco? You're the one who answers
all the questions!
4. Hey, my underwear would look
great on your floor!
5. Hey, maybe we could share a
booth in the Stag-her!
Chris C- FIVE REASONS WHY
I DIDN'T DO MY PAPER
1. Well, I started watching movies
at the Halfway House, and Rich
broke out a couple of beers
2.1 was too loaded

To the Seniors

Lynn Ann Casey
Editor in Chief

This picture is a picture of every dorm room in Fairfield. It
is one of the first sights that meets the eyes of every freshman as he
or she arrives at Fairfield on that first day of Orientation. Within
months, or even weeks, this room is transformed from just
another dorm room to home.
When I first entered my room, it was just as bare. Along with
750 other people, I had to make that room my home. But it wasn't
only my fellow freshman that helped me adjust, it was also the
upperclassmen. They seemed to know everything: all the ins and
outs of Fairfield University. It was they who led the way, who told
us what we were and were not supposed to be doing. And what we
could get away with.
It was my sophomore year when the Class of 1989 left my
hall, my dorm, and moved to the beach and the townhouses. Again,
they seemed to know so much more. Their parties were always the
best ones you went to. Their advice was always golden. This year,
when I moved to the beach, they became closer once again. The Sea
Grape. The Floating Naut. The Point.
Though they have always been there for me, it has recently
become my turn to be there for them. Seniors have been confiding
in me and their statements always begin, "You can't imagine what
its like..." (I can't and I don't want to.) They share their fears about
their new jobs, or about the fact that they haven't found one yet.
They tell me how much they are going to miss their friends. Most
of all, they tell me how jealous they are that I am still a junior.
Little do they know that until this semester, I was jealous of
them. They knew everything. We followed them and looked up to
them. Now, I wouldn't want to be in their shoes. I am glad I'm going
to be here, even if it is only for a year. But on my first day back next i
year, I'll know something is missing. Friendship.
As I sit here working on the Senior Edition of the Mirror, I
am hoping to give back something to the Class of 1989 that they
gave to me and to many of the juniors. And as I work on Senior
Week and attend graduation, I am going to feel like I am losing
something. I know I am speaking for the junior class when I say that
next year will not be the same without you.
That barren dorm room that became home because of you
will never be the same. One thing that will be left there, though, is
the memories.
Good bye Class.of 1989, and Good Luck.
3. You know man, chicks!
4. The hell with it, I'm a senior
5. I was working on the one due
last month
Sled- FIVE THINGS TO DO
AFTER I FINISH MY AMERICAN STUDIES THESIS
1. Drink
2. Play golf, then drink

3. Go to class, go to rugby practice,
then drink
4. Make fun of Connolly and
McGoldrick while drinking
5. Teach Buck to speak Polish
To Fairfield, we bid farewell.
We've done our damage, it's time
to move on. AY MAN AY MAN
AY MAN AY MAN AY MAN.

